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Let L be a lattice with a zero element 0, and define two elements a, b ~ L 
to be orthogonal if a n b = 0. A property P possessed by elements of the 
lattice is said to be hereditary if a, b ~ L, a has P, and b ~< a => b has P, 
and P is said to be recurrent if given any infinite pairwise orthogonal 
sequence {a,, E L I n = 1, 2,...}, infinitely many members of the sequence 
have P (this is, of course, equivalent to at least one member of the sequence 
having P). The object of this paper is to study lattices with a property P
that is both hereditary and recurrent. 
A good example of a property P that is both hereditary and recurrent 
can be furnished by letting L be the lattice of all self-adjoint projections 
on a Hilbert space ~.  Let B (~)  denote all bounded operators on J(f, 
and let ~' be a Banach algebra. Let v : B(ge') --+ N' be a Banach algebra 
homomorphism, and let P be the property 
sup II v(zx)ll < <~ 
Ifxll~<l 
(P is possessed by z). 
It is shown in [5] that P is both hereditary and recurrent. 
Let E be a totally ordered set, and let H(E)  denote the semigroup of 
words with letters taken from E. I f  hi ,  h2 ~ H(E), let hlh 2 denote the 
composite word formed by "tacking on" ha after hi.  I f  h ~ H(E), let 
the length of h, I hl ,  denote the number of letters in h, and let 
H,n(E) -~ {h ~ H(E)  I I h ] ----- n}. Let e denote the empty word in H(E). 
DEFINITION 1. A chain structure in L is a set S = {al, E L I h c H(E)} 
satisfying 
(1) h, w ~ H(E)  => ahw ~ an, 
(2) h, weB(E) ,  [hl  = [w 1, h =/= w => ah A aw = O. 
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DEFINITION 2. A complete chain C in a chain structure 
S = {ah ~ L [ h E H(E)} 
is a sequence {ate, E S [ n = O, 1 .... } such that ho = e and hn+l = h,~d~+l, 
where d~+~ is a letter from E. 
DEFINITION 3. Given two complete chains C = {ah, I n ---- 0, 1,...} and 
D = {ah; I n = 0, 1,...}, the divergence index 8(C, D) is the index h~ of 
! t maximal length such that hk = ha'. Let hk+t = hadk+~, hk+l = hkd~+l 9I f  
dk+l ~< ds we say C ~< D; this clearly induces a total ordering of all 
complete chains in S. We also note that the lexicographic ordering of  
H,~(E) is a total ordering. 
LEMMA 1. Let {Ck I k = 1, 2,...} be a monotone sequence of complete 
chains in S. Then either there is a countable set 
lah, ~ ~) Ca] i=  1,2,.. I
k=l  
such that I h l l=  I h~l . . . .  , or there is a monotone sub-sequence 
{Dk I k = 1, 2,..} of the {Ca lk  = 1, 2,..} such that 
I 8(Dk, Dk+x)l < I 8(Dk+l, Dk+~)l. 
PROOF: Assume that Ck < C~+~ (the proof  is symmetrical for 
Ck > Ck+l), and assume that, for each n, 
A,~ = lah ~ S Ca t h l = n I 
k=l  
is finite. Let hk be that word in H(E) of length k such that h~ is maximal 
among all words in As under the lexicographic ordering. We now show 
that the words {hk [ k = 0, 1,...} define a complete chain. Clearly h0 = e. 
Let h~+l =hd,  where [h i  = k and d ~ E. Let CN be a complete chain 
such that ahk+ 1 E CN, then clearly ah ~ CN and so h ~< ha 9 If a% ~ CM, 
let h' be that word of length k + 1 such that ah' E CM ; then h' ~< hk+l 9 
Let h' = had', d' ~ E, then hkd' <~ hd, and so hk ~< h, which implies ha = h. 
Let Co denote the complete chain defined by {hk I k = 0, 1,...}. Choose 
a chain D~ from {Ck I k = 1, 2,..} such that [ 8(D~, C0)[ >~ 1. Having 
chosen D~, choose D~+I from {Ca I k = 1, 2,..} such that 
I 8(D~+~, Co)l > I 8(D~, Co)l. 
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By construction we have I 3(D~, Dk+l)l = ] 3(Dk, Co)] since D~+I agrees 
with Co past the I 3(Dk, C0)l level, consequently 
I 3(Dk, Dk+l)l > [ 8(Dk_l, Dk)l. 
The definition of Co ensures the monotonicity of{D k I k ---- 1, 2,...}. Q.E.D. 
Let L be a lattice with a recurrent and hereditary property P. The 
following proposition limits the number of elements in a chain structure S 
which do not have P. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L be a lattice with zero element 0 and a recurrent 
and hereditary property P. Let S = (a~ ~ L I h ~ H(E)} be a chain structure. 
Then 
(1) there are only a finite number of complete chains C1 .... , CN no 
element of which has P, 




which do not have P. 
PROOF: Assume first there are an infinite number of complete chains 
no element of which has P. Since the set of all complete chains is totally 
ordered, we can find a monotone sequence of chains {Ck I k ---- 1, 2,..} 
no element of which has P. Clearly there cannot be a countable set 
lan, e~JCk] i=  1,2 .... ; lh l l= lh2 l  . . . .  I 
k=l 
as the orthogonality of the {ah~ I i = 1, 2,..} and the recurrence of P 
would yield an immediate contradiction. So, by Lemma 1, there is a 
monotone sub-sequence {Dk I k = l, 2,..} of the (Ck f k =- 1, 2,..} such 
that I 3(Dk, Dk+~)I < I $(Dk+~, Dk+z)]. Let bk be the element of the chain 
Dk with index of length I 3(Dx, Ok+l)l § 1; then (1) and (2) of the defini- 
tion of a chain structure nsure that {b~ I k = 1, 2,..} is an orthogonal 
sequence no element of which has P, once again contradicting the recur- 
rence of P. Thus there are only a finite number of complete chains 
C~ ..... CN no element of which has P. 
Since P is hereditary, we see that any complete chain either consists 
solely of dements which have P, or consists of elements none of which 
have P, or has the first N (finite) elements not having P, and the rest 
having P. For any complete chain D of the latter type, let N(D) denote 
the number of elements of D not having P. 
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We now consider the set S' of all complete chains C C S such that at 
least one element a E C ~-- 0k=~ Ck does not have P. I f  there are infinitely 
many elements in S ~ N I.)k=~ Ck which do not have P, then S'  must contain 
infinitely many complete chains. I f  supo~s, N(D) < oo then we would be 
able to find an infinite sequence of elements which do not have P, but 
whose indices have the same length; the recurrence of P and (2) of 
the definition of chain structure provide a contradiction. Since 
$UpDes' N(D) = o% choose a sequence {Dk' [ k = 1, 2,...} C S' such that 
N(D'~+a) > (Dk'). Since the set of all complete chains is totally ordered 
we can choose a monotone sub-sequence {D~Ik = 1, 2,...} of the 
{D~' [ k = 1, 2,...} such that N(D;+ 0 > N(D;). As before, there cannot 
be a countable set 
lal~,~ ~)D~] i= 1,2 , . . . ; lh1[= lh2[ . . . . .  n I, 
k=l  
as then the set of those ap, i in U {D~ I N(D~) > n} would be an orthogonal 
sequence no element of which had P. By Lemma 1, there is therefore 
a monotone sub-sequence {Dk I k = 1, 2,..} of the {D~ I k = 1, 2,..} 
such that N(Dk+l) > N(Dk) and I 8(Ok, Ok+0[ < I 8(D~+1, Ok+2)l. Let 
M(D~) = [ 8(Dz~, Dk+l)] + 1; then M(Dk) is the number  of elements in 
the chain Dk up to and including the element with index $(Dk, Dk+0. 
For  each k, N(Dk) >~ M(D~), for, if this were not the case for some k 0 , 
then for j >~ ko we would have N(Dj)= N(D~o), contradicting the fact 
that N(Dk+O > N(Dk). Either there are infinitely many ks such that 
N(Dk,) > M(Dk,), or not. I f  there are infinitely many, then the sequence 
{b. [ n = 1, 2,...} defined by letting b~ be the element of Dk~ whose index has 
length N(Dk,) --  1 (this is the N(Dk,)-th element of Dk~) contradicts the 
recurrence of P. Thus there is an integer k 0 such that N(Dk) = M(Dk) for 
k>~k0.  Let D~={ak.h ,  l i=0 ,1  .... ; lh i /  = i} ,  and define a complete 
chain D = {hi I i = O, 1,...} by bi = a%h, for 
0 <~ i < ] 8(D~o, Dk0§ 
and bi = a,~.h~ for n > k0 and 
I 8(Dn-1, D~)[ ~< i < [ $(D,~, D,,+I)[, 
(D is the same as D~ ~ through 8(D~o, Dko§ then the same as Dk0§ 
through 8(Dk0+ 1, D7%+~), etc.). D is a complete chain no element of which 
has P, and D is distinct f rom C~ ..... CN, a contradiction. Hence there 
are only a finite number  of complete chains in S', and since each complete 
chain in S'  has only a finite number of elements which do not have P, this 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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As an example of the utility of the previous theorem, let ~ denote a 
Hilbert space with a countable orthonormal basis. Let I denote the identity 
operator in B(~) ,  and let E = {0, 1). Define Pe =/ ,  and define PI~ 
recursively as follows: given a projection Pn, there exist two orthogonal 
projections Ph0 and PJ~I such that Ph ~- Ph0 -{- Phi and Ph0 and P1a are 
equivalent in the sense that there is an operator Ul~ such that Ph0 = U~Uh* 
and Phi ~ Uh*Uh. Let v be a homomorphism of B (~)  into a Banach 
algebra g ,  and let P be the property given as an example in the beginning 
of this paper. Let S denote the obvious chain structure. Applying Proposi- 
tion 1, we can find an integer n such that, if I h I = n --  1, then either 
P~0 or Pi,,l has P. One can now use the equivalence of Pho and P~I to 
show that both Ph0 and P~ have P and, using the fact that I = ~]ht=n P~, 
one can now show v to be continuous. 
The above example is taken from [2]. Another example of such an 
argument can be found in [3], where it is used to show that the complete 
norm topology of a semisimple Banach algebra is unique. Many papers 
have been written in the area of topologic properties of algebraic homo- 
morphisms between Banach algebras, and examples of such arguments 
abound therein. 
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